AWS Solutions for
Nonprofit Organizations
Maximize Your
Impact with AWS

Nonprofit
Organization Services

Nonprofit organizations (NPOs) are sometimes held back by
inflexible IT infrastructure, inefficient data practices, and
other technology-related challenges. At the same time,

Application
Development

these organizations are under pressure to use donor

Develop resilient and scalable applications, including

contributions wisely. That can make it difficult to invest in

mobile-friendly apps, that serve constituents based on the

back-end systems, including IT.

organization’s mission. Enhance fundraising effectiveness
by designing intuitive frontend interfaces that deliver

With a leading cloud provider like Amazon Web Services

higher-quality experiences every step of the way.

(AWS), nonprofits don’t have to choose between advancing
their missions and controlling technology expenses.
Instead, they can increase the impact of their work by
taking advantage of cost-efficient and powerful
cloud-native tools.

Big Data
Tools
Leverage Big Data analytics to improve program

As an AWS Premier Consulting Partner with the Nonprofit

effectiveness and donor engagement. Easily deploy

Competency, ClearScale can help nonprofits make the

machine learning algorithms to advance research

most of their cloud investments and steward resources

initiatives and configure efficient data pipelines to improve

wisely. AWS also offers credit and grant programs to help

data quality and get real-time insights from data.

these organizations cover their costs so that they can serve
more people.

Migration
Migrate the IT environment to AWS to increase business

Contact a ClearScale NPO expert
for a free consultation
sales@clearscale.com

800-591-0442

One Market Street
Spear Tower, Suite 3600
San Francisco, CA 94105

www.clearscale.com

agility and optimize IT costs. Move to a modern platform
that is as secure, productive, and efficient as possible.

Over the past decade, ClearScale has helped hundreds of organizations implement custom cloud

About
ClearScale

solutions on the AWS platform. Our expert team has extensive experience working with NPOs
and understands how to design cloud architectures to advance your mission and help you
achieve your goals.

